
Minutes for KMIP TC meeting 17-May-2013 
 
Meeting called to order 16:00 EDT by Bob Griffin. 
 

1. Agenda approved: Tim moves and Kiran seconds. 
2. Split-Key: Vote passed unanimously. Kelly to provide specific details to Kiran from the comments 

to be incorporated in the specification. 
3. Re-Key: Bruce. No email feedback about re-key on the reflector. TC members are encouraged to 

read thru and provide feedback/comment. Tim may have an alternate proposal. Judy: Impact on 
usage guide specifically the section on attributes.  
Bruce: Specially following NIST SP800-131A, when I am performing re-key, can I change the key 
length for example according to the guidelines? Saikat agrees that this is a valid feedback from 
end customers as well. Tim: Valid input but it calls for substantial changes in the current 
specification. Bruce needs feedback by early next week and will decide to bring a proposal 
forward or not. 
 

4. Usage Guide: Indra/Judy: Few items outstanding such as cryptographic services, ECC curve set. 
Narc and Tim to provide the text to Indra/Judy. Indra to follow up with Stan in regard to the ASI 
in the Tape library use case and section in TL profile document. 

5. Specification document: Kiran. Attested Get and Split Key included in the specification, not 
completed yet. Bob: Please go thru the comments from Elaine from last year especially the 
comments that require wording changes in the specification. Kiran: Need to work with original 
proposer on the wording changes. Bob: Please leave the current wording if there is any 
confusion or the new wording is not clear enough. 

6. Profile document: Tim: Base profile updated with new template. Tim to send all the profile 
documents to Bob. Bob will send out to the TC.  

7. Mahdev: Posted three test cases, querying from client for objects supported, operations 
supported and server-vendor-version details, authentication, retrieve an existing authentication 
key.  

8. Kiran: Geo tag discussion with Intel appears to be proprietary string value setting as part of the 
BIOS setup. Difficult for KMIP to implement a non-standard string. Makes sense to defer. 

9. Interop: Functionality completion by end of June timeframe, End of August public review. Do the 
interop during July and August. TC members are encouraged to send place and venue 
preferences to Bob. Bob will setup a poll for our next face to face in late August/September 
timeframe. 

10. Recharter: Bob, Draft comes out from co-chairs. TC members are encouraged to review the re-
charter with their respective legal team to avoid any last minute surprises. We also need to think 
about current out of scope items such as server to server and client registration to avoid 
potential conflicts in future. 

11. Bob has posted the differences in the KMIP documentation in particular test cases, usage guide 
and changes in profile as non-normative document. Bob to check with Chet about the template 
for this document. 

12. Errata: Bob is formatting the errata and will request a template from Chet, this however, needs 
to normative doc per Chet. 

13. Bob: Edited the KMIP public page and group page that reflects 1.1 documents. 
14. Adjourned: Tim moves and Saikat seconds. 

 


